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The West and Palestine

Macron should avoid Israeli propaganda traps

Omar Karmi

Macron’s
recent
assertion
equating antiZionism with
anti-Semitism
is a significant
victory for
these Israeli
efforts.

Tom Regan

If Trump is
going to be the
man who finds
a solution to
the 50-yearold stand-off,
it is not going
to be based
on wishful
thinking.

T

he US Department of Defence
recently
published a
report warning
of the end of US
global primacy
and the unravelling of the
post-second world war international order.
It is a fascinating and depressing insight into US military
strategies in which the proposed
remedy — mainly more military
spending — includes a prescription for greater “strategic
manipulation of perceptions.”
Propaganda is an old weapon,
of course. In Israel, the effort is
known as “hasbara” and is seen
as crucial to dominating the
narrative around the PalestinianIsraeli conflict. In recent years,
that narrative has been fundamentally challenged.
This is partly a reflection of the
reality of the situation. Israel’s
never-ending settlement-building programme in occupied
territory has eloquently countered its attempts to blame
Palestinian intransigence for the
failure of the 1993 Oslo Accords.
The use of massive Israeli
military force, particularly over
three deadly offensives on Gaza
— in 2008-09, 2012 and 2014 —
resulting in thousands of fatalities, has showcased Israel’s vast

military superiority, significantly
undermining its portrayal of
itself as the victim of Palestinian
aggression.
A global Boycott, Divestment
and Sanctions (BDS) campaign —
consciously modelled on the
South African Anti-Apartheid
Movement — has been gaining
traction to such an extent that
the Israeli government has set up
its own department, the Ministry
of Strategic Affairs, to combat the
efforts.
This battle is partly reactive. In
the United States, it is being
played out in state legislatures
across the country with anti-BDS
legislation introduced that would
blacklist individuals, organisations and companies that boycott
Israel.
A more sinister plank of Israeli
hasbara efforts is to undermine
serious discussion from the
outset. To do so, one of the
strategies deployed is to suggest
that criticism of Israel, including
the call to BDS, amounts to
anti-Semitism.
French President Emmanuel
Macron’s recent assertion
equating anti-Zionism with
anti-Semitism is a significant
victory for these Israeli efforts.
“We will never surrender to the
messages of hate,” he said,
speaking at the 75th commemoration of the deportation of more
than 13,000 French Jews to Nazi

concentration camps. “We will
not surrender to anti-Zionism
because it is a reinvention of
anti-Semitism.”
These are dangerous words,
belied by their apparent simplistic appeal. Superficially — and
this is how supporters of Israel
promote it — Zionism is simply
Jewish nationalism. If, as is
enshrined in international law,
people have a right of self-determination, anti-Zionism denies
this right to Jews. Hence the
racism charge.
That ignores the evolution of
Zionism as it has transpired,
however. To want a Jewish state
is one thing. To build it on land
belonging to another people at
their expense is quite another.
Thus — and ignoring the people
without a land for a land without
a people foundational myth of
previous hasbara efforts — the
argument that anti-Zionism is
anti-Semitism is not straightforward.
Once the deliberations — long
laid bare by the so-called new
Israeli historians — underpinning
the practices of pre-state Zionist
militias in Palestine are considered, the argument falls away. It
is clear that a deliberate policy of
population transfer, a crime
against humanity as defined in
the Rome statute that created the
International Criminal Court,
was discussed and carried out in

the years leading up to and
including the fighting in 1947-48
and the advent of Israel.
About 750,000 Palestinians
became refugees in 1948 when
they fled or were forced — at
gunpoint with buses provided
— to flee their homes and lands,
the United Nations has said. They
were never allowed to return.
Instead, legal mechanisms, such
as the 1950 Law of Absentee
Property, were enacted enabling
the nascent state to confiscate
their lands and properties.
Today that refugee population
totals 5 million and its fate is
crucial to any settlement of the
conflict. However, if raising the
question of refugees’ right of
return — a right enshrined in
international law — is seen as
undermining Israel “as a Jewish
state” (in the new favoured
definition of Israeli officials) and
that is considered anti-Semitism,
constructive discussion around
this can never be raised.
If Macron, or any political
leader, wishes to positively affect
Palestinian-Israeli peacemaking,
he would be wise to avoid such
traps. These only seek to limit
room for manoeuvre. Such
moves are, transparently, a
“strategic manipulation of
perceptions.”
Omar Karmi is a London-based
journalist.

Trump v reality in Palestinian-Israeli conflict

W

hen
Donald
Trump
was
running
for
president in 2016, he bragged he could
easily solve the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. After all, he was a man
famous for real estate deals and
he was just the man to make the
“ultimate” real estate deal
happen and solve the stalemate.
Six months into his term as US
president, however, Trump is
learning that there is a difference
between his opinion of his ability
to make peace between Palestinians and Israelis and reality.
After a honeymoon period in
which there was public optimism
from both sides about Trump’s
efforts, the situation has returned
to its normal state of obstinate
inaction. Trump is learning the
lesson about peace in the Middle
East that he is being taught about
health care reform: It is a lot
harder than it looks.
A good chunk of Trump’s
inability to broker an agreement
is his own fault.
His administration is once again
sending mixed signals about
where the United States stands on
an important international issue.
While Trump has never committed publicly to the two-state
solution, which has been official
US policy for many years, and the
idea of a separate Palestinian
state, Nikki Haley, his ambassador to the United Nations, has
endorsed it.
Trump also underestimated the
support he would get from Israel
for a deal. While he may be the
most outspoken supporter of
Israel in the White House in years,
that makes little difference to the
Israeli government in terms of its
position on negotiations.
When Trump visited Israel this
year, Israeli Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu skilfully
tweaked Trump’s easily manipulated emotions by showing him a
very negative video about
Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas. When Trump met with the
Palestinian leader, he apparently
screamed at Abbas that he had

Reality check. US President Donald Trump (L) and Israel’s Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
shake hands after Trump delivered a speech at the Israel Museum in Jerusalem, last May.
“tricked” him, which led to a
stilted and wooden Abbas
“praising” Trump’s peace efforts.
Trump is learning that Netanyahu has no interest in any kind
of peace deal. He made the point
again to the Trump administration when Trump’s son-in-law
and chief negotiator Jared
Kushner visited Israel in June by
starting construction on another
settlement in the occupied West
Bank.
Then there is the issue of
Kushner himself. Kushner seems
to have a genuine desire to create
a new deal between the Israelis
and Palestinians but has zero
experience as either a politician
or a negotiator. There is also the
issue of his role in financing some
of the West Bank settlements,
which are considered illegal
under US policy. Not to mention
his role as peacemaker-wannabe

has been seriously hindered by
his mounting problems with the
investigation into Russia’s alleged
meddling in the general election
in the United States.
Reports stated that his meeting
with Abbas in June did not go
well. Palestinian officials accused
Kushner of “carrying water” for
the Netanyahu government by
presenting Abbas with a list of
demands that could have come
directly from the Israeli government itself.
If Trump is going to be the man
who finds a solution to the
50-year-old stand-off, it is not
going to be based on wishful
thinking and braggadocio. He
apparently thinks the problem is
easily solved. He joked that
getting health care reform passed
in the US Congress was more
difficult that solving the IsraeliPalestinian conflict.

(AFP)

On a positive note, his envoy to
the region, Jason Greenblatt,
helped negotiate a water treat
between Israel and the Palestinian Authority. This is progress,
however, it is “low hanging fruit”
— as one Israeli activist described
it — in the overall picture. The
reality is that nothing of substance has changed.
The situation was best summed
up this year in a comment by
Aaron David Miller, an experienced negotiator for both Democratic and Republican administrations.
“Never in decades of involvement [in the Middle East peace
process] have I heard a US
president more confident with
less prospect,” he said in a tweet.
Tom Regan is a regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly and a columnist at factsandopinion.com.

